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ABSTRACT
This paper presents a comprehensive plan for renovating a thirty-year old elementary school located in the Midwest
United States to achieve net zero energy. This preliminary design earned a 2 nd place fmish in the Elementary School
Division of the U.S. Department of Energy's 2020 Solar Decathlon Design Challenge. In addition to adding solar
energy, the proposed renovations included modifications to the building envelope, mechanical systems, lighting, plug
loads, and building automation systems. Additionally, a living wall of plants called a Biowall is recommended for
improving Indoor Environmental Quality. A corresponding economic analysis was conducted on each proposed
renovation to identify which features should be implemented immediately and which features should be accomplished
over time. The resulting plan for Phased Net Zero (PNZ) could become a template for similar elementary schools to
save energy, reduce operating costs, and improve the student learning environment. This strategy for improving
existing educational facilities is becoming important because many public schools are facing the challenges of
declining budgets, aging facilities, and competition in the form of alternative forms of education.

1. INTRODUCTION
The traditional model of a public school is under significant pressure for change. Numerous reports identify concerns
about school funding, safety, and overall quality of instruction. This has led to competition in the form of online
education and charter schools, which siphon away tax dollars traditionally used by public schools. In states like
Indiana, a growing school voucher program also allows parents to send their children to private schools oftheir choice,
which diverts even more money away from public schools. The situation for traditional public schools is not all
negative, because they are quickly evolving to meet society's expectations as a place where children go to learn, grow,
and excel. One competitive advantage for public schools is their buildings. More than just physical structures, well
designed school buildings can create an exceptional learning environment by maintaining high levels of Indoor
Environmental Quality and including sustainability features that save energy and reduce operating costs.
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1.1 Net Zero Energy Elementary Schools
Net zero energy buildings have become a trend in the building industry. By 2018, nearly 500 zero energy buildings
have been built across the U.S. and Canada, which is a 700% increase since 2012 (U.S., Canada Home, 2018). As an
important sector of public buildings, net zero energy schools have gained much attention. High performance buildings
not only promote energy saving but also contribute to teaching, learning, and student success as they often incorporate
mindful designs. Because of this increase in interest, in 2018 ASHRAE published the Advanced Energy Design Guide
(AEDG) for K-12 School Buildings: Achieving Zero Energy to provide strategies and recommendations for achieving
a zero energy school.
When considering net zero energy buildings, it is important to distinguish between source energy and site energy.
Source energy includes energy losses in the generation and transmission of energy, while site energy only refers to
energy at its point of use. Some net zero energy buildings are defined based on site energy. However, calculations
using source energy provide a more holistic view of energy performance by accounting for all forms of energy being
used. For calculations, site energy can be converted to source energy by using accepted energy conversion factors.
For example, a multiplier of 2.8 is used to convert electricity from the electric grid to its equivalent source energy.
(The Difference between Source and Site Energy, 2020)
There are many net zero energy schools across the U.S. The 97,600-ft: 2 (9,067 m2) Discovery Elementary School in
Arlington, VA is the largest net zero energy school building in the nation, setting the bar for energy efficiency and
IEQ (Beaufait, 2018). Discovery Elementary School introduced a solar laboratory and dashboard system to integrate
solar energy as part of its educational programs, which inspired the renovation for this project to connect with student
learning. For example, the this project design includes plans to link science learning objectives for students with
training modules based on the operation of its solar array.
In Indiana, many schools are considering on-site renewable energy due to the rising cost of electricity and the
decreasing cost of solar energy installations. For commercial photovoltaic systems, installation costs have decreased
66% between 2010 and 2018, shortening financing payback (Fu et al., 2018). These school improvements are typically
done by companies that offer renewable energy solutions along with upgrades to improve energy efficiency inside the
school buildings. For example, a large Energy Services Corporation (ESCO) recently guided Hamilton Southeastern
Schools in Indiana through the installation of 1,848 kW solar array at three schools in its district (Construction begins,
2019). In 2018, a single company helped five Indiana schools install solar panels (2018 School Projects, 2019) and it
is expected that more schools will embrace renewable energy soon.

1.2 Solar Decathlon Design Competition
The Solar Decathlon Design Challenge is an annual international competition hosted by the U .S. Department of
Energy (DOE) that encourages university students to develop innovative strategies for achieving net zero energy
buildings. Student teams engage with the National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL) located in Golden, CO over
an academic year. The work initially includes training in building sciences for all students participating in the
competition. Student groups submit an initial proposal, a project update, and a detailed final report that are evaluated
by an expert panel of judges. Under normal circumstances, the competition culminates with in-person presentations
to the judges at NREL late Spring semester. However, due to COVID-19, the finalist presentations for the 2020
competition were delivered as a virtual event in April of 2020.
Traditionally the Solar Decathlon Design Challenge has focused on new construction, but a pilot project for the 2020
competition encouraged student teams to partner with real clients, allowing Purdue University students to partner with
the nearby Tippecanoe School Corporation (TSC) to evaluate and propose improvements at an existing school. TSC
is the fourth largest school district in the State of Indiana, both in terms of geographic size and number of students
and is looking for good ideas to counter its increasing operating costs. The school district already has twenty schools
and more schools are being planned to serve rapidly expanding communities surrounding Lafayette, IN.
TSC recognizes the potential of net zero energy schools as one way to counter ever-increasing energy expenditures.
The school corporation is facing a 15% increase in electricity rates for 2020 with more rate increases expected in the
future. TSC schools tend to be located in rural locations that have abundant space and TSC has considered installing
wind turbines in the past. However, due to expectations for population growth, new county ordinances essentially
prohibit the installation of new wind turbines. TSC's is interested in reviewing the potential for adding solar
photovoltaics as a way of reducing long-term operating expenses.
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1.3 James Cole Elementary School
James Cole Elementary (JCE) was the school targeted for renovations during the 2020 Solar Decathlon Design
Challenge. It is located in rural Stockwell, IN and is one of20 school buildings for the TSC. The school was built in
1988 with energy efficiency at its core, integrating an innovative earth berm design (Figure 1), daylighting, and
geothermal heating/cooling. With time, the focus on sustainability has faded, and in the competition, students focused
on realigning the building with its original concept. JCE could be the first in TSC to pursue net zero energy, making
it a model for other renovations and future school designs to follow in this rapidly growing school district.

Figure 1: JCE's earth berm feature saves energy
Climatic conditions had a strong impact on the initial review of JCE 's design and operation. Located in climate zone
SA, JCE experiences all four seasons, receiving roughly 190 sunny days per year, 15 days less than the U.S. average.
The maximum temperature in Stockwell, IN is 84 °F (29 °C) and the minimum is 17 °F (-8 °C). The average rainfall
is 38 inches (965 mm) and snowfall is 18 inches (457 mm). A properly designed building envelope is particularly
important because the school uses significant amounts of energy for heating in the winter and cooling in the summer.

1.4 Design Goals
Much research has been done on building renovations for schools. Two core issues are energy efficiency and cost. In
most cases, renovation projects are initiated to improve building performance and reduce energy costs. Research shows
that cost-optimal solutions reduce primary energy consumption between 68% and 95 % compared with the reference
scenario (Baglivo et al., 2015 ; Congedo et al., 2015; Zaca et al., 2015)
Congedo et al. (2016) proposed a recast of the Energy Performance of Buildings Directive (EPBD) as a comparative
methodological framework to promote energy efficiency and establish minimum energy performance requirements in
buildings at the lowest costs. They argued that cost-optimal methodology is useful in searching for the most
appropriate retrofit measures for the renovation of existing public buildings. For school buildings, it is crucial to find
the best balance between cost reduction and high comfort to optimize the environment for students and staff
Hamdy et al. , (2013) proposed a multi-stage optimization method for cost-optimal and nearly-zero-energy building
solutions. It includes 1) an efficient algorithm to find cost-effective energy-efficient combinations of design variants
like building-envelop and HV AC systems, 2) assess energy and life-cycle cost of the combinations, 3) improve
financial/environmental viabilities of the optimal.
Wyon (2005) pointed out that poor indoor air quality can reduce the performance of office work by 6- 9%. A similar
influence is also true for a school setting. Experiments conducted by Wargocki & Wyon (2006) demonstrated that air
quality and temperatures in classrooms are important factors in the learning process. Many works suggest that mental
tasks that require concentration, memory, and original thought could be affected by the indoor environment (Lan et
al. , 2011; Tham, 2004; Wyon, 2005). Building on this existing research, the goals of this paper are to identify:
•
•
•

Infrastructure upgrades to improve energy efficiency and achieve net zero energy at JCE
Economic analysis to prioritize projects according to the budget limitations at JCE
A renovation template for achieving Phased Net Zero at other similar elementary schools
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2. Engineering and Operations
JCE had an energy-efficient design when constructed in 1988. However, innovations in technology have created
opportunities to improve the building operations and energy efficiency. A comprehensive analysis of its existing
engineering and operation features led to energy conservation measures that could be implemented.

2.1 Architecture
JCE has a compact one-story central core that centralizes the gym, library, cafeteria, and other common areas as shown
in Figure 2. The high ceilings and large clerestory windows make the school welcoming and spacious, while its east
west orientation allows for many south-facing classrooms, taking advantage of solar heating and daylighting. The
double-stacked corridors with exterior walls and roof exposure reduce thermal reservoirs and the school's earth berm
design geothermally regulates heat loss.
Entrance

A
N

Gymnasium

======'

Figure 2: JCE ' s compact central core layout

2.2 Building Envelope
JCE has multiple building control layers for effectively regulating the flow of heat, water, air, and vapor. Its R-16
(ft 2 °Fh/Btu) (R-2.82 m2 ·K/W) metal roof is well below modern building insulation standards (greater than R-40 (R7.05)). This contributes to a large amount of heat loss from the roofofthe building. The various compositions of the
walls include brick masonry, metal studs and paneling, concrete, insulation, and earth berm. The masonry walls with
metal paneling and studs achieve R-values between 12 (2.11 m2 ·K/W) and 13 (2.29 m2 ·K/W). Three to five-foot earth
berm wall sections increase the R-value to 15 (2.64 m2 ·K/W) and 17 (3.00 m2 ·K/W), respectively. Windows allow for
great visibility and solar daylighting; however, the current U-0.58 [Btu/(ft 2 ·h·°F)] [U-3.29 W/(m2 ·K)] windows are
below today's standards of less than U-0.25 (U-1.42). This contributes to large amounts of heat loss. In 2016, JCE
received brick masonry replacement and air sealing to improve the building envelope and air sealing.

2.3 Mechanical System
The mechanical systems in JCE were designed to be efficient and comply with all building standards then. The HY AC
system at JCE complies with ASHRAE 55-2004 (Thermal Environmental Conditions for Human Occupancy) and
ASHRAE 90.1-2001 (Energy Standard for Buildings Except Low-Rise Residential Buildings) as currently written.
The school uses a primary ground source heat pump, a central makeup air unit, and individual zone heat pumps
throughout JCE for thermal conditioning.
A closed geothermal well loop is used for heating and cooling throughout the school as well as individual zone heat
pumps. The heat pumps are connected to the well loop for zone heating or cooling based on demand and well field
temperatures. The intelligent engineering design of zone heat pumps allows for individual zone conditioning, heating
northern classrooms while cooling southern classrooms on a sunny day in spring.
The 8000-cfrn (3.8 m3/s) air handler supplies fresh air at a constant speed following ASHRAE 62.1-2016 (Ventilation
for Acceptable Indoor Air Quality) guidelines for elementary schools. The 13 cfrn per person rule of thumb in a 35student classroom requires 3,900 cfrn (1.8 m3/s) every day for 300 students and staff and 250,000 Btu/h (73 kW) on a
design winter day in Stockwell, IN. The built-in heat recovery system conditions 70% of the outside air, saving 70
MWh of electricity annually. Additional conditioning is accomplished by the zone heat pumps.
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JCE has a 250,000 Btu/h (73 kW) water-heater located in the mechanical room on the west side, supplying all hot
water for the school. Most hot water is used for cooking purposes in the kitchen located next to the mechanical room,
minimizing distribution losses. The energy losses for distributing hot water to the rest of the school are reduced by the
Building Automation System (BAS), circulating hot water only when school is in session.

2.4 Lighting
JCE benefits from a substantial amount of daylight from its east-west orientation and clerestory windows, which
means that the lighting system doesn't need to run at full capacity all the time. Its light system was completely
fluorescent but JCE has started LED upgrade projects to save energy and operation cost.

2.5 Plug loads
There are many appliances throughout the school that are old and inefficient. For example, a dairy cooler in the
cafeteria uses far more energy than it should. It is old and its compressor runs continuously. There will be significant
energy savings when this and other similar equipment are replaced.

2.6 Operations and BAS
JCE operations are controlled by a BAS to operate, monitor, and maintain systems efficiently within the school. The
lighting, HVAC, and hot water distribution are scheduled on during the school day and off outside school
activities, saving energy. It also monitors pumps, fans, heat pumps, temperatures, humidity, CO2 levels, and
equipment status. The BAS is web-enabled and can be remotely accessed for monitoring alarms and equipment faults.

3. Renovation Opportunities
Energy Use Intensity (EUI) expresses a building' s energy use as a function of its size or other characteristics. The
Solar Decathlon Competition uses the total source energy consumed annually divided by the gross floor area (kBtu/ft 2
or kWh/m2) to express EUI as shown in Equation (1) (2020 Design Challenge Rules, 2020). EUI is used to quantify
improvements in building energy performance or benchmark performance as compared to similar buildings.
Total Annual Energy Consumption

(1)

EUI=------------
Built Area

Based on the existing engineering and architecture traits of JCE, an energy audit was conducted and an energy model
was created to identify improvements for each area, evaluate energy savings, and certify compliance with building
energy codes. Figure 3 compares the 2018 EUI at JCE to the EUI after energy efficiency upgrades are made (labeled
"Retrofit"). After achieving all conservation measures, a solar PV array could be installed to achieve net zero energy
(labeled "NZEB").
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Figure 3: Retrofit and Solar to achieve net zero
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The colored bars in Figure 3 identify how energy savings are accomplished. The Space Heating & Cooling (blue)
represents the HVAC systems. The Mechanical Systems (orange) includes larger equipment like the cafeteria
refrigerator. Plug loads (gray) include smaller appliances computers. Lighting (yellow) deals with electricity
consumption from the lighting system in the school. Finally, propane heating (green) represents the energy used for
the water heater. In 2018 the overall EUI for JCE was a 297 kWh/m2 (94.1 kBtu/ft 2), but after efficiency improvements
the EUI will drop to 174 (55.1). On-site renewable energy will bring the number further down to 68 (21.6).
Figure 4 shows the composition of retrofit energy savings. The improvements were initially identified by energy
modeling and were later verified by building professionals who provided performance specifications and budget cost
estimates. Implementing these renovations could result in significant savings.

Figure 4: Retrofit targets for reducing energy use

3.1 Buildin~ Envelope
Building Envelope upgrades will provide 40% of the total energy savings by increasing the roof insulation from R-16
(ft 2 °Fh/Btu) (R-2.82 m2 K/W) to R-45 (R-7.93), adding R-30 (R-5 .29) fluted ISO insulation on top of the existing
roof. Replacing the U-0.58 [Btu/(ft 2 ·h·°F)] [U-3.29 W/(m 2·K)] windows with new double-glazed U-0.3 (U-1.70) based
on feasible renovation building specs will also contribute to the energy savings. Air sealing will be included with both
renovations to limit infiltration and heat loss.

3.2 Mechanical System
Replacing the hot water boiler with a distributed tankless water heater system will provide 4% of the total energy
savings, improving efficiency and on-demand hot water while reducing heat losses. The existing HVAC system is
relatively efficient and upgrading will not be cost-effective now due to complex equipment replacement. The pumps
and fans in the school are single speed and substantial energy savings can be realized by making this upgrade.

3.3 Recommissioning
Recommissioning of the building systems and staff training will provide 23% of energy savings. An investigation of
systems, energy bills, and the BAS showed that the propane boiler switched on 24/7, consuming twice as much
energy as normal. This is one example that identified an opportunity for a recommissioning of the building systems
as well as additional training for facilities staff. Energy savings will be accomplished by:
•
Improving the performance of the geothermal heat pumps by monitoring loop temperatures
•
Improving the performance of the air handling systems by monitoring CO2 levels
• Developing training programs for the facility engineers and staff operating the school
The use ofKey Performance Indicators (KPI's) in Table 1 simplifies monitoring for facilities staff. In a large building,
many systems must be monitored and maintained to ensure proper performance, efficiency, and conditioning. KPI's
give specific details and instructions for monitoring crucial building systems to quickly identify problems and deploy
maintenance. Targeting a few key metrics on a regular basis can yield substantial energy savings.
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Table 1: Ke, Performance Indicators (KPI) help focus maintenance activity
Focus Area
Key Performance Indicator
Loop Temperatures between 40 °P (4.4 °C) (winter) and 90 °P (32.2 °C)
Geothermal Heat Pump
(summer)
Air Handling Unit
Runs according to a timed schedule
Hot Water
Temperature and run time within specified limits
Indoor Environmental Quality CO2 levels within the recommended threshold for school
Array efficiency within 10% of expected performance
Solar

3.4 Lighting
A lighting retrofit will account for 16% ofthe total savings by replacing the remaining fluorescent lights in the school
with dimmable LED with occupancy sensors. This will require a fixture replacement and allow for adjustable lighting
as needed. The office, atrium, library, and gymnasium have already been converted to LED's, but there is plenty of
work left. The existing T-8 170 W fluorescent lights in the cafeteria, corridors, and classrooms will be converted to
LED lighting, and motion detectors will be added to each classroom as part of the upgrade.

3.5 Plug Loads
Reducing plug loads throughout the school could produce 23% of the total energy savings by replacing old and
inefficient equipment as well as reducing equipment use as described by Table 2. The greatest energy savings can be
obtained by replacing the walk-in refrigerator that uses obsolete R-22 refrigerant. Other replacements and reduction
will also contribute to energy savings within the school.

Miscellaneous
Reduce use of c

38,000
4,100
2,100
1,800
1,300
740

3.6 Biowall
Although not directly saving energy, a Biowall could be introduced into JCE to improve indoor air quality and
mindfulness. A Biowall consists of a tray ofplants grown in a loose-packed growth media. Small fans on the back of
the Biowall pull air through the growth media where the Volatile Organic Compounds (VOCs) removal takes place.
The cleaned air is re-introduced to space. The Biowall design proposed for JCE is based on U.S. patent 10,477,779
that was issued to Purdue University in November of 2019. In addition to the oxygen supplied by plants through
photosynthesis, Purdue's Biowall improves IEQ by leveraging the ability of microbes surrounding the root zone of
plants to metabolize voes (Alraddadi et al., 2016).

3.7 Renewable Energy
After implementing energy efficiency measures, net zero energy can be achieved by adding renewable energy. Solar
array size in kW is computed by dividing the daily energy use in kWh by the sun hours at a given location along with
a factor of safety (PS). Since both energy use and sun hours change by season, this computation is typically made in
different months to get an average that accounts for the variation. PVWatts, a web-based tool supplied by the National
Renewable Energy Lab, was also used to automate this process over an entire calendar year.
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Figure 5: Matching electricity production with consumption
The results of the renewable energy analysis show that a 215-kW array is needed to make JCE Net Zero assuming that
all energy efficiency measures are installed. However, a larger 300-kW solar array is recommended as it may not be
cost-effective to implement all conservation measures. This array will produce 400 kWh of electricity on an annual
basis. Figure 5 shows the relationship between energy consumption and solar energy production over a calendar year.

4. Financial Feasibility
Financial feasibility and market potential are key aspects of the JCE Project. This project has multiple stakeholders
with different needs and wants from JCE. For this to be a fmancially responsible investment, it must offer clear benefits
to the school and its direct users. In conjunction, the potential for repeatability across all TSC school buildings is
important to create a template for future PNZ renovations.

4.1 Financial Analysis
Table 3 shows the parameters that went into the fmancial analysis for each system. The proposed lighting system
parameters are given as an example. The table is color-coded based on the aspects of the calculation. The orange
represents direct costs for the system including initial investment costs and annual maintenance. Green represents the
first-year energy savings calculated from energy reductions in section 3. The blue represents human aspects including
the number of students at JCE (300) and the state annual funding allotted for educational use per student ($6,500).
The yellow represents percentages and rates for all calculations over a 20-year lifecycle. As time passes, fees and costs
will rise, thus energy, repair, and student fee escalation rates were factored in. These values were constant and
estimated considering the current economic state. The discount rate represents the method at which TSC or JCE will
pay for these upgrades, either with current assets on hand or using borrowed funds. The change in student outcomes
is meant to show that energy systems have a human impact and can allow for better use of each do liar spent.

. I ca 1cu 1at1on
. parameters examp 1e tior r1g htmg
. syste m
T a ble 3: F.mancia
The life cycle of investment (years)
Installation cost ($)
First-year energy savings($)
Annual maintenance/repair costs ($)
Annual state allocation per student ($)
# of students
Student state fee escalation rate(%)
Energy escalation rate(%)
Repair/maintenance escalation rate(%)
Discount rate(%)
Change in student outcomes (%)

20
-42,250
1,750
-1000
6,500
300
0.5
3
1
0
0.25

4.2 Results
Table 4 summarizes the system level economic analysis conducted for JCE. Eight topics are listed in order based on
their potential for a financial return on investment. The installation cost, year 1 energy savings, impact on student/staff
productivity, fmancial breakeven year, and 20-year net present value were all included in Table 4 to accurately depict
the financial situation for implementation.
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Table 4: Economic analysis for the proposed upgrades at JCE
RePlug
Hot
Lighting Biowall
Solar
commissionin
Loads
Water
Installation
Cost($)
Yi Energy
Savin s ($)
Productivity
impact(%)
Breakeven
Year
20-Year NPV ($)

Windows

Roof

569,000

21 ,800

3,500

42,250

33,900

46,360

300,000

850,000

44,200

4,464

4,464

1,785

0

821

4,500

4,464

0

0

0

0.25

0.25

0

0

0

15

3

3

9

10

NIA

NIA

NIA

210,000

120,000

63,800

43,900

27,600

-39,000

-226,600

-715,800

Priority

Table 4 shows that solar panels, recommissioning, plug loads, and lighting systems all have a positive Net Present
Value (NPV) over the 20-year lifecycle, while the hot water, windows, and roofing systems all have negative values.
This means that after 20 years, the system will have yielded either a savings or a cost to JCE and TSC. All the
installation costs were gathered using quotes and outreach from professional contractors and businesses within the
central Indiana region. The savings on energy cost were derived from the percent energy reduction from old to new
systems. A productivity increase of0.25% was taken into account for the Biowall and lighting systems. These systems
deal with air quality and lighting intensity, two factors directly correlated with human performance and productivity.

4.3 Implementation
Implementation of these school upgrades to achieve net zero should be achieved through phased project planning to
limit disruption of school operations for TSC. Table 4 shows the systems with a positive and negative NPV over the
20-year lifecycle. The plan for PNZ recommends implementing systems based on ease of implementation, lowest first
cost, and breakeven year. Some of these improvements can be funded with the existing TSC maintenance budget.
Other projects, such as the solar array, will likely require a loan in the form ofa school bond. Projects like replacing
the windows, roof, and hot water system all have value towards achieving net zero but are not fmancially feasible over
20 years. These systems should be implemented once the existing systems are at the end of their lifecycle.

5. Market Potential
JCE has the potential to make an impact in the local community and serve as a template for future PNZ projects of
similar scope. Consulting with local contractors provided detailed quotes. Additionally, utilizing local businesses
creates a community stake, helping support the local economy and supply chains. The PNZ template provides a
methodology for analysis and feasibility that can be repeated and adapted to other building renovation projects.

•
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Figure 6: A template for a project plan for the Phased Net Zero Project.

Figure 6 outlines a potential plan to achieve a PNZ project. Selecting appropriate team members is important to involve
all stakeholders from different backgrounds and roles for the project and create a diverse team. Analyzing and
surveying the existing structures and systems identify opportunities for improvements. Setting renovation goals
defmes realistic and measurable investments and outcomes that give direction for a successful project. All investments
need a comprehensive fmancial analysis to ensure a positive return at the end of a given time period. These investments
should be implemented in phases around academic calendars to prevent disruption of operations and education. A
PNZ plan will allow for a financial budget to be maintained, while also working around the schedule of a school. By
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offering distinct savings and benefit to the occupants, the concept ofPNZ school renovations demonstrates opportunity
and sustainability for the future.

6. CONCLUSIONS
A comprehensive analysis of James Cole E lementary (JCE) located in Stockwell, IN delivered a Phased Net Zero
(PNZ) renovation plan for achieving net zero energy that met the fiscal and operational constraints of this active
school. This comprehensive project earned a second-place finish for Purdue University students in the Elementary
School Division of the 2020 Solar Decathlon Design Challenge. This project shows that improving energy efficiency
and achieving net zero through phased and prioritized renovations is attainable and financially feasible for existing
schools. The analysis of JCE has provided methodologies to create, analyze, and implement a PNZ energy plan while
maintaining budgets, working within schedules, and collaborating with local suppliers to improve the economy.
Education will always continue to be the main priority within the public-school system. By using a PNZ plan and
moving towards net-zero energy, we are creating more sustainable infrastructure and shaping the design for future
spaces. School buildings are important structures in our society and they must be maintained at the highest standard.
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